We discuss the physics of superbeam upgrades, where we focus on T2KK, a NuMI beam line based experiment NOνA*, and a wide band beam (WBB) experiment independent of the NuMI beam line. For T2KK, we find that the Japan-Korea baseline helps resolve parameter degeneracies, but the improvement due to correlated systematics between the two detectors (using identical detectors) is only moderate. For an upgrade of NOνA with a liquid argon detector, we demonstrate that the Ash River site is preferred compared to alternatives, such as at the second oscillation maximum, and is the optimal site within the U.S. For a WBB experiment, we find that high proton energies and long decay tunnels are preferable. We compare water Cherenkov and liquid argon technologies, and find the break-even point in detector cost at about 4:1. In order to compare the physics potential of the different experimental configurations, we use the concept of exposure to normalize the performance. We find that experiments with WBBs are the best experimental concept. NOνA* could be competitive with sufficient luminosity. If sin 2 2θ 13 > 0.01, a WBB experiment can perform better than a neutrino factory. 
Introduction
The motivation for measuring all the parameters of the neutrino mass matrix is that such knowledge will allow us to sift through the many neutrino mass models available [1] and lead us to a better understanding of the origin of neutrino masses.
To make further progress in our exploration of the neutrino sector precision experiments are needed. The MINOS experiment [2] will provide an accurate determination of |∆m 2 31 | in the near future [3, 4] . Reactor experiments with multiple detectors, like the Double CHOOZ [5] and Daya Bay [6] experiments will either constrain the angle θ 13 (which mixes the solar and atmospheric oscillation scales) from above, or from below if sin 2 2θ 13 is larger than about 0.03 [7] . Also, the Tokai-to-Kamioka (T2K) experiment [8] which is under construction, and expected to be in operation in a couple of years, will detect ν µ → ν e oscillations if θ 13 is favorably large, but due to its relatively short baseline will not be sensitive to the neutrino mass hierarchy. While the reactor and T2K experiments will provide important guidance about θ 13 , they are inherently limited in their abilities to determine the mass hierarchy and to tell us if the CP symmetry is broken in the lepton sector. For these measurements upgraded experiments with neutrino beams are necessary. See Ref. [9] for a review.
In this paper, we discuss upgraded experiments with high intensity neutrino beams resulting from proton beams with target powers above 1 MW that are directed towards either very large or very sophisticated detectors. We compare the potential of these experiments with that of a neutrino factory and a β-beam experiment. Our discussion, in the usual parlance, is that of a "Phase II" program, and is addressed to experts.
The goals of our study are 1. To determine for the Tokai-to-Kamioka-and-Korea (T2KK) experiment [10] [11] [12] (consisting of two identical detectors of half the size as the originally envisaged megatonscale detector), (a) the effect of placing half the fiducial mass at the 1050 km baseline compared to having all the fiducial mass at 295 km. See Section 3.2.
(b) how it helps that the two detectors are identical, i.e., that the systematics are fully correlated. See Section 3.3.
6. To determine the smallest value of θ 13 for which superbeam experiments are competitive with a neutrino factory or a β-beam experiment. See Section 6.3.
Analysis Techniques
There is an eight-fold degeneracy [14] in the determination of the oscillation parameters that arises from three two-fold degeneracies [14] [15] [16] [17] :
• Intrinsic (θ 13 , δ CP ) degeneracy with (θ 13 , δ CP ) → (θ • Sign-degeneracy with ∆m • Octant-degeneracy with θ 23 → π/2 − θ 23 .
The octant-degeneracy will not influence our results and discussions since we set the true value for the atmospheric mixing angle to the current best-fit value sin 2 2θ 23 = 1. The intrinsic degeneracy is very often not explicitly present (as a disconnected degenerate solution) for superbeams, but it appears as a strong correlation (connected degenerate solutions). In most cases, the sign-degeneracy affects the performance. For example, the CP-conserving solutions of the wrong hierarchy solution may destroy the CP violation (CPV) sensitivity because CP conservation cannot be excluded. Longer baselines and therefore strong matter effects [18] may help to resolve this degeneracy and to improve the physics performance, because they may intrinsically separate the different hierarchy solutions; see, e.g., Refs. [14, 16, [19] [20] [21] [22] for a pictorial representation in terms of bi-probability diagrams. Therefore, a detector located at a sufficiently long baseline is usually a key element of any superbeam upgrade to break the remaining degeneracy.
In order to reduce correlations, especially between θ 13 and δ CP , different strategies are possible for superbeam upgrades. For experiments using the off-axis technology, a second detector at a different location can provide complementary information for a different L and/or E. In addition, better energy resolution and higher statistics may provide measurements of the transition probability for different values of E. Alternatively, a wide energy spectrum can provide these measurements even with a rather poor energy resolution. In this study, we discuss several very different such approaches and demonstrate how these strategies affect the physics performance.
For the quantitative analysis, we use the GLoBES software [23, 24] . As input, or so-called true values, we use, unless stated otherwise (see Refs. [25, 26] 
where sin 2 2θ 13 0.1. In anticipation of near future experiments, we assume a 4% external measurement of solar oscillation parameters (see, e.g., Ref. [27, 28] ), a 10% measurement of the atmospheric parameters (see, e.g., Ref. [4, 29] ), and include matter density uncertainties of the order of 5% [30, 31] uncorrelated between different baselines.
In order to make an unbiased comparison of the physics potentials of the experimental setups we will in some cases consider their sensitivities as functions of exposure [13] 
The exposure is a measure of the integrated luminosity. For the Fermilab-based experiments, we use 1.7 · 10 7 seconds uptime per year, and for T2KK, we use 10 7 seconds uptime per year (as per the corresponding documents).
T2KK: An Off-Axis Experiment with Two Identical Detectors
T2KK is a Japanese-Korean approach for a superbeam upgrade of the T2K off-axis superbeam experiment [8] . Originally, it was planned to upgrade T2K to T2HK (Tokaito-HyperKamiokande) with a 4 MW proton beam and a megaton-size water Cherenkov detector. Recently, it was recognized that placing a part of the detector mass in Korea would enhance the mass hierarchy and degeneracy resolution potential [10] [11] [12] . In particular, it was emphasized in Ref. [10] that using identical detectors and the same off-axis angle would reduce the impact of systematics significantly. More recent studies have investigated the off-axis angle optimization and the splitting of the detector mass between the different sites [32, 33] . However, in this case, the detectors cannot be assumed to be identical anymore in the sense that systematics are correlated between the two detectors. In this study, we focus on the setup with correlated detectors because this aspect is very specific to the T2KK idea and has certain characteristics.
Simulation Details
Details of our simulation of T2KK including the beam spectrum, cross sections, and efficiencies is based on the setup "JHF-HK" from Ref. [34] with an off-axis angle of 2
• . In order to include the systematics correlation between the two detectors, we use the GLoBES software [23, 24] which allows for user-defined systematics. For detector masses and running times, we follow Ref. [10] . We use four years of neutrino running, followed by four years of antineutrino running. We assume 52 · 10 20 pot/yr in either mode corresponding to a target power of 4 MW. The (identical) water Cherenkov detectors of fiducial mass 270 kt will be located at a distance of 295 km and 1050 km with the same off-axis angle. According to our definition of the exposure (cf., Eq. (2)), this corresponds to L = 17.28 Mt MW 10 7 s. We follow Ref. [10] for the systematics modeling as well, i.e., we assume that the systematics are completely correlated between the two identical detectors in Japan and Korea, and the uncorrelated errors are small. We include the signal and background normalization errors of the appearance channels (typically 5% each), and allow for an independent 5% background energy calibration error. In addition, we include the disappearance channels with a 2.5% normalization uncertainty and a 20% background normalization uncertainty [34] . Note that we assume the errors to be completely correlated between the two detectors, but to be completely uncorrelated between the neutrino and antineutrino channels (as opposed to Ref. [10] ). Our simulation uses the spectral information for the quasi-elastic (QE) charged-current (CC) events only (because the detector cannot measure the hadronic energy for a definition see Fig. 3 of Ref. [35] . In the figures, several different systematics options and baseline combinations are shown, where "systematics" refers to both signal and background normalization errors of the appearance channel. For the dark gray-shaded (blue) and light gray-shaded (yellow) regions, systematics are assumed to be fully correlated between the detectors, which corresponds to only one detector for the 295 km + 295 km option. For the medium gray-shaded region (left plot), systematics are assumed to be uncorrelated between two detectors. We do not show this region in the right plot because it is almost identical to the dark-shaded (correlated) region. In both plots, regions of overlap have grayscale shading intermediate to those of the overlapping regions. Note that we assumed neutrino and antineutrino systematics to be uncorrelated.
deposition for the non-QE events), and the total rate for all CC events.
Role of Systematics Correlation and Second Baseline
We present our main results in Fig. 1 . This figure show the mass hierarchy and CP violation measurements for several systematics and baseline options, where the total detector mass is 0.27 Mt+0.27 Mt. The "systematics" correspond to the signal and background normalization errors of the appearance channels, which we have determined to be the main impact factors.
A determination of the mass hierarchy will be difficult without the 1050 km baseline. As one can deduce from Fig. 1 (left) , a large systematic error of 10% would even destroy the measurement completely for the short baseline only. However, for the combination of baselines, the impact of systematics is small (dark/blue region). We also show the curves for uncorrelated errors between the two detectors (medium gray/green region). Having identical detectors clearly helps for the mass hierarchy measurement. Not only is the absolute sin 2 2θ 13 reach better for correlated systematics, but also the impact of worse systematics becomes smaller. We have tested that a 2% systematic uncertainty would not substantially improve the results. It is the background normalization error which affects the results most because it dominates the measurement for small sin 2 2θ 13 .
For CP violation, the situation is very different (cf., Fig. 1, right) . 1 The long baseline helps to resolve the degeneracies for large sin 2 2θ 13 , while for small sin 2 2θ 13 having all the detector mass at 295 km would be better because of the larger statistics. The impact of the absolute systematics is strong and is independent of the baseline combination. We do not show the curves for uncorrelated errors in the right panel of Fig. 1 because they overlap significantly with the correlated curves. This means that while the longer baseline is clearly beneficial, the fact that the detectors are identical is not. It will be very important to control the systematics for CP violation measurements since the shorter baseline practically measures CP violation, and the systematics impact is largest between the uncorrelated neutrino and antineutrino errors. Note that the impact of different individual systematic uncertainties is illustrated by the gray curves in the right panel of Fig. 1 . For small sin 2 2θ 13 , the background normalization dominates, while for large sin 2 2θ 13 the signal normalization has the greatest impact.
Impact of Degree of Correlation
In order to compare our results with those of Ref. [10] , we illustrate the impact of different degrees of correlation in Fig. 2 . Systematics can be either fully uncorrelated between the two detectors and between neutrinos and antineutrinos (gray curves), fully correlated between the two detectors, but uncorrelated between neutrinos and antineutrinos (black curves), or fully correlated between the two detectors and neutrinos and antineutrinos (dashed curves). We have chosen 5% signal and background normalization uncertainties. If there is some correlation between neutrino and antineutrino systematics, especially the CP violation measurement will be improved. In fact, we have tested that this correlation makes the CP violation sensitivity rather insensitive to the absolute magnitude of the systematic errors, whereas the correlation between the detectors hardly has any impact. The bands in Fig. 2 reflect all possible outcomes for 5% systematics depending on the achievable degree of correlation. For the rest of this study, we adopt the conservative point of view that systematics between the neutrino and antineutrino modes are uncorrelated (but correlated between the two detectors). Because they are operated at different times with different beams, the cross section errors are certainly uncorrelated, and the background reduction may also be different (e.g., at least the π 0 production rates are different). In addition, the argument of some correlation between neutrino and antineutrino systematics could be applied to other experiments as well, and we treat all experiments with comparable assumptions. Eventually, note that while correlated systematics between neutrinos and antineutrinos would increase the physics potential, it would relatively weaken the physics case for the Japan-Korea baseline because all detector mass at L = 295 km would be better for CP violation measurements at 1 The fraction of (true values of) δ CP for which an experiment is sensitive to CPV cannot be unity even for the best setup and very large sin 2 2θ 13 . The reason is that one cannot establish CP violation at and around the CP conserving values which one wants to discriminate from the CP violating effect. Therefore, the fraction of δ CP has to be smaller than one by definition. This indicator describes how close to CP conservation one can establish CP violation, i.e., how small CP violating effects an experiment can find. The systematics can be either fully uncorrelated between the two detectors and between neutrinos and antineutrinos (gray curves), fully correlated between the two detectors, but uncorrelated between neutrinos and antineutrinos (black curves), or fully correlated between the two detectors and neutrinos and antineutrinos (dashed curves), where 5% signal and background normalization uncertainties are chosen for all curves. The bands reflect the possible outcome for 5% systematics depending on the achievable degree of correlation. Note that in the right plot, the curves for fully uncorrelated detectors are practically identical to the black curves (not shown) and the region where the bands overlap has grayscale shading intermediate to those of the overlapping bands. For the 295 km+295 km option, the correlated detectors correspond to one detector with uncorrelated systematics.
small sin 2 2θ 13 and improve the mass hierarchy potential, too.
In summary, we find that the 1050 km baseline clearly helps for both mass hierarchy and CP violation measurements regardless of the size of the systematic errors. However, it is only useful that the detectors are identical (and have completely correlated systematics) for the mass hierarchy measurement -as long as neutrino and antineutrino systematics are assumed to be uncorrelated. In addition, we have tested that matter density uncertainties and the assumptions for the solar parameter precisions practically do not have an impact. For the rest of this study, we use the standard T2KK setup with 5% systematics correlated between the two detectors, but uncorrelated between the neutrino and antineutrino running; cf., Table 2 .
NOνA*: A New Experiment Based on the NuMI Beam Line
The first experiment based on the NuMI beam line at Fermilab is the MINOS experiment [36] . It has been proposed to use the NuMI beam line for a future off-axis superbeam experiment. The NuMI off-axis experiment (NOνA) was originally designed with a Low-Ztracking calorimeter to be placed off-axis in the NuMI beam [37] . Since the then preferred baseline of L ≃ 712 km turned out to be too short to be complementary to the T2K experiment in Japan, longer baselines were suggested in Refs. [21, [38] [39] [40] . 2 As a rule of thumb,
was found in order to yield synergistic physics, which translates to L NuMI 862 km for 0.72
• off-axis angle. Hence, a longer baseline, L ≃ 810 km to the Ash River site in Minnesota, has been proposed for the NOνA experiment [42] . A typical off-axis angle suggested is 0.85
• , corresponding to 12 km off-axis at this baseline. In addition, a Totally Active Scintillating Detector (TASD) is the now accepted detector technology, often considered with a mass of 25 kt. Alternative sites with longer baselines in Canada (because of the beam geometry), such as Vermillion Bay, with potentially attractive physics potential are not actively being considered.
For upgrades of the NOνA experiment, several ideas have been proposed. Two approaches are discussed in the NOνA proposal [42] . The luminosity could be increased by using a proton driver [43] , or a second detector could be placed at the second oscillation maximum at a short baseline L = 710 km with a larger off-axis angle, 2.4
• . We refer to this setup as "2nd maximum". In principle, increasing the protons on target has the same effect as increasing the detector mass at the same site. However, a different detector technology may allow for better energy resolution, background rejection, etc., which needs to be explored. Another possible upgrade is to use the same L/E for both detectors, an idea similar to that encapsulated in Eq. (3). Since longer baselines may not be possible with a detector within the U.S., a larger off-axis angle of 2.4
• combined with a short baseline L ≃ 200 km, called "Super-NOνA", was suggested in Refs. [44, 45] . In this section, we investigate the issue of site optimization using a liquid argon detector as a second detector. Note that for the NuMI-based experiment, no new beam line is needed, but the existing beam line constrains the combinations of allowed baselines and off-axis angles.
Simulation Details
Our simulation of the NOνA experiment is based on that in Ref. [40] updated with the numbers from Ref. [42] . We assume 10 21 protons on target per year, corresponding to a thermal target power of 1.13 MW (for both the neutrino and antineutrino mode), which may be achieved in the Super-NuMI phase at Fermilab [46] . For phase I, we assume a 25 kt TASD located at a baseline of 810 km and 0.85
• (12 km) off-axis. 3 The fluxes for phase I are taken from [47] . This location corresponds to the Ash River site. For the running times, we assume three years of neutrino running and three years of antineutrino running, followed by another period of three years of neutrino running and three years of antineutrino running, i.e., 12 years of operation altogether. For phase II, which we refer to as NOνA*, we assume a 100 kt liquid argon time projection chamber (LArTPC) operated with the same proton luminosity for three years of neutrino running, followed by three years of antineutrino running. Since the optimization of the site for the second detector is our primary goal in this section, we do not choose a specific detector location. For the LArTPC simulation [48] , we assume an overall signal efficiency of 0.8. The energy response of a LArTPC depends on the event type. Since the type of event can be unambiguously determined, we split the event sample into QE events, which have an energy resolution of 5%/ √ E, and all other CC events, which have a 20%/ √ E energy resolution. We furthermore assume that all neutralcurrent (NC) events will be identified as such, which means that only the beam intrinsic ν e 's andν e 's remain as backgrounds. We adopt the NuMI beam fluxes for the low-energy option from Ref. [47] , and we use the interpolation routines provided together with the fluxes to obtain the flux at any site. The interpolation errors are smaller than 10% [47] and should not impact our results. The systematic errors are assumed to be 5% for the signal and background normalizations.
Optimal Detector Location for NOνA*
In Fig. 3 , we show the result of the optimization of the NOνA* detector location (with phase I at Ash River) for a relatively wide range of angles and baselines. For this plot we computed the sensitivity on a grid of 45 values in the off-axis angle from 0
• to 5
• and 45 values in the baseline from 100 km to 1250 km. The plots show a "conservative" log 10 sin 2 2θ 13 reach at the 3σ C. L. for nonzero sin 2 2θ 13 (left column), CP violation (middle column), and normal mass hierarchy (right column) discovery potentials. The bold plus signs mark the locations with the best sensitivities. In some cases there is a gap in the sensitivity as a function of sin 2 2θ 13 , i.e., the ∆χ 2 -function assumes the value 9 (which corresponds to the 3σ C. L.) at more than one value of sin 2 2θ 13 . In these cases, the conservative reach is defined as the largest sin 2 2θ 13 for which ∆χ 2 = 9. The upper row corresponds to (the simulated) δ CP = −90
• , the lower row to δ CP = +90
• .
For δ CP = +90
• (lower row), the Ash River location for the second detector is indeed optimal for sin 2 2θ 13 and CP violation. Relatively short baselines around 200 − 400 km perform reasonably well too. The Super-NOνA setup is marked in the figure by an ellipse with a corresponding label. A detector at the second oscillation maximum has poor sensitivity because of low event rates. The general region where such a second maximum detector could be located is marked by an ellipse taken from Refs. [42, 49] with a corresponding label. Note that our iso-L/E line which corresponds to the second oscillation node does not intersect the region delimited by the ellipse. For the mass hierarchy sensitivity, however, a longer baseline is necessary. For δ CP = −90
• (upper row), the conclusions are similar for the Ash River site, but the Super-NOνA configuration performs worse for CP violation. The reason for the poor mass hierarchy performance of all short baseline sites for δ CP = +90
• is that detector on the optimization discussion. angle-baseline plane. The plots show the 3σ discovery reaches for nonzero sin 2 2θ 13 , maximal CP violation, and the normal mass hierarchy. The bold plus signs mark the locations with the best sensitivity. These best sensitivities are given as numbers in the upper left corner of each panel. The thin black contours are logarithmically spaced in sin 2 2θ 13 , i.e. 1, 2, . . . , 9 · 10 n , where n ranges from −4 to −2. The color shading ranges from blue/dark (best) to green/light (worst); the bold contours correspond to sin 2 2θ 13 = 10 −3 and 10 −2 . The solid thin red curves are iso-L/E lines for the first, second and third oscillation nodes. The dots correspond to specific selected sites. The dashed curve denotes the U.S.-Canadian border. The region below this curve is within the U.S.
the sign-degeneracy problem is most severe for this value of the CP phase. As far as the optimal off-axis angle is concerned, we assume that NC backgrounds can be identified with a LArTPC. Therefore, in principle, an on-axis operation would be possible. However, since the intrinsic beam background is larger there, the exact on-axis position is not preferred.
Risk minimization
Two questions arise from Fig. 3: 1. Is it possible to find one site which is a reasonable compromise for both cases of the CP phase?
2. Is it possible to fix a site given the current uncertainty on the precise value of |∆m 2 31 |? Concerning the dependence of the optimal position on the true value of δ CP , we observe that for the discovery of nonzero sin 2 2θ 13 , the optimal point does not move very much and is very close to Ash River. For CP violation, the difference in optimal positions is somewhat larger, but nevertheless the two points are close. Only for the mass hierarchy does the difference becomes considerable.
In order to address this issue in a more quantitative way, we define a relative sensitivity reach (RSR): For each of the six panels in Fig. 3 , we divide the sensitivity reach at each point by its value at the best point (bold plus symbol), and thus RSR ≥ 1. The optimal value of RSR is unity. Next, the maximal RSR for the cases δ CP = +90
• and δ CP = −90
• for each point in the plane is determined. This "maximal RSR" corresponds to the risk-minimized optimum over the two different values of δ CP . To illustrate this procedure, suppose that the maximum of the RSRs at a point is 1.2. At this point, the sensitivity reach would be within 20% of its optimal value for either case of δ CP = ±90
• . The next step is to find the point which has the best maximal RSR for each measurement, i.e., the smallest maximal RSR value. This point corresponds to the optimal detector location given the risk minimization over δ CP = ±90
In order to discuss the dependence on the unknown ∆m 2 31 , we show in Fig. 4 the optimal detector locations for three different choices of ∆m For the mass hierarchy (right panel), however the situation is less favorable. The optimal points are far apart, and for a higher value of ∆m 2 31 it is impossible to find a location that has good sensitivity for both cases of δ CP = ±90
• ; the maximum RSR is 2.44.
We then risk-minimize over δ CP and ∆m 2 31 . The contours shown in Fig. 4 are contours of constant RSR risk-minimized over the two values of δ CP and the three values of ∆m 2 31 , i.e., the RSR value is maximized. Therefore, these help to find the optimum location for each measurement which takes into account our limited knowledge of the oscillation parameters. The bold plus symbols denote the risk-minimized detector locations. The maximal RSR values there are given in the upper left corner of each panel. Again, for the discovery of sin 2 2θ 13 and CP violation, we find that the values can be as low as 1.25 and that the two optima are not very far apart. This suggests that a joint optimization for these two measurements is indeed possible, even if one takes into account the large variation in ∆m • . For the mass hierarchy, the situation is more difficult, but clearly the main issue is not so much the uncertainty in |∆m 2 31 | (which will be considerably reduced by MINOS and NOνA phase I), but the fact that the CP phase will most likely be unknown at the time of the experiment. In this case, the optimal location is at L = 930 km and an off-axis angle 0.8
Further details on the optimization of the location of the NOνA* detector are provided in the Appendix.
For all setups considered here we have assumed an equal fraction of neutrino and antineutrino running. We have checked that this provides superior sensitivities for all measurements. Specifically, our setup performs better than a pure neutrino running option in combination with a short baseline detector, such as considered in Refs. [44, 45] . We also checked that the medium energy beam option does not provide better sensitivities and would not significantly alter our conclusions.
In summary, we find that for the mass hierarchy measurement, a longer baseline is preferable, whereas for sin 2 2θ 13 and CP violation the Ash River site does very well. In addition, it is not far from the optimum for the mass hierarchy. Since we do not find a satisfactory optimum for all performance indicators simultaneously, we choose Ash River for phase II; see Table 2 . Note that we will not use phase I for the comparisons (as for all of the other experiments). Since we have the same site for phase I and phase II and the luminosity for phase II is much higher, it does not significantly contribute to the sensitivities.
Experiments with Wide Band Beams
Wide band beams are attractive because of their broad energy spectrum and higher on-axis flux [50, 51] . A potential limitation of using water Cherenkov detectors with wide-band beams was thought to be the difficulty of isolating QE events from the NC background from the high-energy tail of the spectrum. Recent work using "Polfit" in conjunction with several other discriminants, has shown that adequate suppression of the π 0 background can be achieved [52] . Motivated by this significant development, a comprehensive analysis of an experiment with a 300 kT water Cherenkov detector was carried out in Ref. [35] . A LArTPC may be a promising alternative to reduce backgrounds very efficiently while having a higher efficiency through the utilization of non-QE events.
Currently, the most likely host for a wide band beam in the U.S. is Fermilab. This leads to a number of interesting optimization issues. First, since the Main Injector (MI) can provide protons with energies between ∼ 30 GeV and 120 GeV, where the maximum efficiency is reached at around 60 GeV, the proton energy needs to be optimized. Second, the proposed baseline from Fermilab to a Deep Underground Science and Engineering Laboratory (DUSEL) at the Homestake or Henderson mines leads to additional constraints for the decay pipe since the boundaries of Fermilab limit the decay pipe length. Compared to the NuMI beam which is pointed northerly and with a ∼ 750 m decay tunnel, the Fermilab-Henderson southwesterly baseline would constrain the decay tunnel to less than 400 m. Therefore, one expects a different beam spectrum for these two cases. Third, choosing between the water Cherenkov and liquid argon detector technologies is an interesting issue. We will discuss these main optimization topics in Sec. 5.3. Note that, compared to the last section, we do not use a specific beam line and allow for arbitrary baseline-off-axis angle combinations. However, we work within the length constraints for a southwesterly directed decay tunnel.
In some cases, we show the results for a northerly directed tunnel for comparison.
Simulation Details
Our simulation is based on Ref. [35] . We use five years of neutrino running at 1 MW target power, and five years of antineutrino running at 2 MW target power. The baseline is 1290 km corresponding to Fermilab-Homestake. As a detector, we either use a 300 kt water Cherenkov detector, or a 100 kt liquid argon TPC. Details of the LArTPC simulation are given in Sec. 4.1, while details of the water Cherenkov detector simulation can be found in Ref. [35] . We use a systematic uncertainty of 5% on both signal and background. All of our setups are designed for the Fermilab MI as the proton source. As proton energies, we use 28 GeV corresponding to the old BNL proposal, 60 GeV corresponding to the start of the maximum efficiency region, and 120 GeV corresponding to the current proton energy of the MI. All of these setups use the southwesterly pointed short decay tunnel. In addition, we show the results for 120 GeV protons and a new long northerly directed decay tunnel 0. Figure 5 : Optimization for a hypothetical NOνA* experiment (including phase I at Ash River) in the off-axis angle-baseline plane, but without being constrained by the NuMI beam line. Unlike Fig. 3 , the full ranges for baselines and off-axis angles are shown. As in Fig. 3 , the plots show the discovery reaches at the 3σ C. L. for nonzero sin 2 2θ 13 , maximal CP violation, and the normal mass hierarchy. The thin black contours are logarithmically spaced in sin 2 2θ 13 , i.e., 1, 2, . . . , 9 · 10 n , where n ranges from −4 to −2. The color shading ranges from blue/dark (best) to green/light (worst); the bold contours correspond to sin 2 2θ 13 = 10 −3 and 10 −2 . The solid thin red curves are iso-L/E lines for the first, second and third oscillation nodes. The constraints from the NuMI decay tunnel are shown as dashed lines for comparison. similar to the NuMI tunnel. For all setups, we use a LArTPC, but we compare it to the water Cherenkov detector for the 28 GeV protons. Our setups are summarized in Table 1 .
Motivation for On-Axis Operation
Before we address the main optimization issues for a WBB experiment, let us motivate the choice of baseline and off-axis angle, and compare the WBB to NOνA*. In Fig. 5 , we show the performance for a hypothetical NOνA* experiment without constraints from the NuMI beam line, but for the same beam. i.e., we have allowed for the possibility of a new decay tunnel. The detector parameters and running times are those in Sec. 4. Note that detector locations within the dashed lines can be accommodated within the NuMI beam constraints. Unlike Fig. 3 , the full ranges for baselines and off-axis angles are shown.
As can be seen from this figure, the choice of L ≃ 1200 − 1500 km performs well for all measurements, and in (almost) all cases at least as well as the best possible location with the NuMI decay tunnel constraint. In addition, there is no need to go off-axis, because the NC rejection is assumed to be very efficient for the LArTPC. Note that the on-axis performance of even longer baselines has been studied in Ref. [35] , and baselines between about 1200 − 1500 km were found to be optimal. Similarly, we find that the WBB on-axis concept with a baseline of ∼ 1290 km in combination with a LArTPC is close to optimal for all performance indicators. Note that the NuMI-like beam line and beam correspond to our wide band beam option WBB-120 L , i.e., the northerly directed decay tunnel. Compared to NOνA*, the detector is on-axis and at a longer baseline.
Optimization of a Fermilab-Based Wide Band Beam Experiment
In order to discuss the impact of proton energy, decay pipe length, and detector technology, in Fig. 6 , we show the sin 2 2θ 13 , CP violation, and normal mass hierarchy discovery potentials of the WBB options in Table 1 . The performance of the setups improves as one moves down in Table 1 . Note that for the option with a water Cherenkov detector, the exposure is a factor of three higher than the options with a LArTPC.
As far as the proton energy is concerned, compare the options WBB-28 S , WBB-60 S , and WBB-120 S , which are all for the same decay pipe length but for different proton energies. The performance improves with proton energy, but the WBB-60 S setup is already close to optimum because the maximum efficiency (of the whole system) is reached for 60 GeV protons. A comparison of WBB-120 S and WBB-120 L indicates that the beam with the longer decay pipe performs better for small sin 2 2θ 13 , which means that a NuMI-like beam is the best choice. However, Fermilab boundaries prohibit such a long decay pipe for the considered Fermilab-Homestake or -Henderson options, making WBB-120 S the viable option. Note that a somewhat lower proton energy hardly has any impact on the physics performance, whereas a longer decay pipe could definitively help. To assess detector technologies, compare the WBB-28 S (liquid argon) and WBB-28 S -WC setups. For the chosen detector masses of 100 kt for liquid argon and 300 kt for the water Cherenkov detector, respectively, the liquid argon setup performs significantly better. We find that 4 kt of water are equivalent to one kt of liquid argon for the sin 2 2θ 13 discovery, 4.4 kt of water are equivalent to one kt of liquid argon for the CP violation discovery, and 3.6 kt of water are equivalent to one kt of liquid argon for the mass hierarchy discovery. This means that (at least for the 28 GeV proton energy) the cost per kt of water has to be less than 25% of the cost per kt of liquid argon in order to choose water as the detector material. Note that this ratio can not be easily extrapolated to higher proton energies because of the higher neutrino energies and therefore higher NC background.
For the following physics comparison, we choose WBB-120 S .
Physics Comparison
In this section, we compare the chosen setups from each of the previous sections. In addition, we include a neutrino factory (NuFact) and a β-beam setup in some of the discussion. Our setups for this section are summarized in Table 2 .
Exposure Scaling and Normalized Comparison
In order to compare the normalized performance of different experiments, in Fig. 7 we show the 3σ reaches for the discovery of nonzero sin 2 2θ 13 , CP violation, and the normal hierarchy as functions of exposure. The dots mark the nominal exposures of the setups as given in Table 2 . The shaded regions show the dependence of the sensitivities on the level of systematic uncertainties. The lower (upper) edge of each region corresponds to a systematic uncertainty of 2% (10%). Observe that the detection of CP violation is more sensitive to the systematic uncertainty than the other measurements.
Most of the discovery reaches in Fig. 7 scale more or less like statistics, where there may be a slight transition from rate to spectrum dominated regimes (see, for instance, CPV The sin 2 2θ 13 reach at 3σ for the discovery of nonzero sin 2 2θ 13 , CP violation, and the normal hierarchy as a function of exposure. The curves are for a fraction of δ CP of 0.5, which means that the performance will be better for 50% of all values of δ CP , and worse for the other 50%. The light curves in the CPV panel are made under the assumption that the mass hierarchy is known to be normal. The dots mark the exposures of the setups as defined in Table 2 . The shaded regions result by varying the systematic uncertainties from 2% (lower edge) to 10% (upper edge). All spectra are computed for an exposure of 1 Mt MW 10 7 s including detection efficiencies and energy resolution. For NOνA* and WBB, red/dark curves are the QE events only, and the green/light curves are the non-QE events only. For T2KK, the solid curve refers to the detector in Japan, the dashed curve to the detector in Korea.
for T2KK). The only severe exception is the NOνA* scaling of the CPV reach, which was noticed and explained in Ref. [13] . In this case, a slightly higher luminosity can have a tremendous impact by the resolution of the mass hierarchy degeneracy (cf., light curves for known mass hierarchy). A factor of two higher luminosity could increase the sin 2 2θ 13 reach by an order of magnitude.
NOνA* and WBB-120 S are approximately equal concepts for large enough exposures 2 Mt MW 10 7 s for the sin 2 2θ 13 and CP violation discoveries. However, for the mass hierarchy discovery, WBB-120 S performs better because of the longer baseline. The curves for the T2KK concept are all above the ones for the Fermilab-based setups. In this case, one has to take into account the lower cost of water compared to liquid argon as detector material. However, the lower neutrino energies and the low event rates in the detector in Korea, highly affect the competitiveness. One can also see these properties in the event rate spectra for the same exposure in Fig. 8 . The NOνA* and WBB-120 S options have broader spectra that peak at higher energies, and the integrated event rate is much higher.
Prediction for Nominal Exposure and its Robustness
We compare in Fig. 9 the absolute performance for the exposures given in Table 2 . For all performance indicators, the WBB-120 S has the strongest physics potential and NOνA* the weakest. All experiments can discover sin 2 2θ 13 , CP violation, and the mass hierarchy for large sin 2 2θ 13 for most values of δ CP , but there are substantial differences for smaller values of sin 2 2θ 13 . As we have seen above, this performance comparison changes on normalizing the exposure.
Let us assess how robust the conclusions based on the nominal exposure are under the following three main impact factors which could affect the performance of a superbeam upgrade: Table 2 at the 3σ C. L. The plots show the discovery reaches for a nonzero sin 2 2θ 13 , CP violation, and the normal hierarchy.
1. The originally anticipated luminosity cannot be reached, or an improvement of the proton plan leads to a substantial increase of the originally anticipated luminosity. To account for this possibility, we vary the exposure between half and twice the exposure we have used so far.
2. The original sytematic error estimate turns out to be too optimistic or too conservative. We vary the signal and background normalization errors between 2% to 10%. We have assumed a 5% uncertainty throughout.
3. The current best-fit value of ∆m 2 31 the experiments are optimized for turns out to be somewhat different from the actual value. We vary ∆m The results of this robustness analysis are displayed in Fig. 10 . Each bar reflects the range from a too conservative original estimate (left end) to the original assumption (bold vertical lines) to a too optimistic original estimate (right end).
From the upper row of the CPV panel, we see that a factor of two higher luminosity for NOνA* leads to a much better CP violation performance. The impact of an incorrect systematics estimate is strongest on T2KK and weakest on NOνA*. Experiments using a LArTPC are much less sensitive to variations of the systematic errors since the background levels are much lower. This also implies that T2KK has the most to gain from a better understanding of systematics. On the other hand, increasing the systematics from 5% to 10% in T2KK would require to increase the exposure by nearly a factor three to compensate the loss of sensitivity to nonzero sin 2 2θ 13 and δ CP . The sensitivity of experiments with narrow band beams, NOνA* and T2KK, is very much affected by the actual value of ∆m 2 31 , whereas the sensitivity of WBB-120 S is hardly affected. Note that in this case, we observe the strongest impact on NOνA*.
The ranges covered by the bars provide a measure of risk. Since the bars for the sin 2 2θ 13 and CP violation discoveries overlap for the different setups, they may yield very similar results given their nominal exposures. Only for the mass hierarchy measurement, WBB-120 S is significantly better than the other two experiments.
Another important consideration is the effect of the octant degeneracy which appears for deviations of θ 23 from π/4. In Fig. 11 , we show the sensitivities of each setup under the assumption that θ 23 = 0.664 or 0.927, which are at the extremes of the 2σ interval allowed by atmospheric data. So long as θ 23 does not deviate substantially from π/4, and become inconsistent with current data, this degeneracy does not affect our results significantly. All experiments besides NOνA* show a simple rescaling of their sensitivities. For NOνA*, the wrong-octant, wrong-hierarchy solution impacts the CPV and the mass hierarchy measurements.
Finally, we consider how assumptions about the energy resolution affect our results. Spectral information is relevant only when statistics are large, i.e., when θ 13 is large. For small θ 13 the energy resolution is of little relevance since spectral information does not enhance the sensitivity. The energy resolution of the water Cherenkov detector is based on a simulation of the Super-Kamiokande detector [52] . For the options using a LArTPC, the energy resolution is more uncertain. We explicitly checked that for sin 2 2θ 13 = 0.1, varying the energy resolution for QE events between 5%/ √ E and 20%/ √ E barely affects the fraction of CP phases for which a given measurement can be performed. The typical variation is less than 0.01. The only exception occurs for the determination of the mass hierarchy with NOνA*, for which the CP fraction changes from 0.84 at 5%/ √ E to 0.72 at 20%/ √ E. 
Comparison with a Neutrino Factory and a β-Beam Experiment
For small sin 2 2θ 13 ≪ 10 −2 , it is well-known that a neutrino factory complex has the optimal physics potential for all of the considered performance indicators (cf., e.g., Ref. [55] ). This is a consequence of the high neutrino energies and high event rates. However, the oscillation maximum sits at relatively low energies, where the backgrounds from event misidentification are large, and the event rates are comparatively moderate. Therefore, for large sin 2 2θ 13 , a β-beam or superbeam experiment tuned to the oscillation maximum may have the better performance. Since the effort for a β-beam may be larger than for a superbeam upgrade, and the technology needs further exploration, it is an interesting question if the superbeam upgrades can compete with a neutrino factory or β-beam for large sin 2 2θ 13 . We use the neutrino factory and β-beam setups from Table 2 for this comparison. 4 All the experiments under consideration have good sensitivity to nonzero sin 2 2θ 13 and the mass hierarchy for large sin 2 2θ 13 . We therefore do not discuss the sin 2 2θ 13 and mass hierarchy sensitivities and focus on the CP violation measurement.
In Fig. 12 we show the CP fraction for the 3σ discovery of CP violaton as a function of exposure. The different panels correspond to different true values of sin 2 2θ 13 . The shaded region marks the potential between a β-beam (solid line) and neutrino factory (dashed line) as given in Table 2 . For sin 2 2θ 13 = 0.1, the superbeam upgrades perform at least as well as the neutrino factory, and a moderate increase of exposure can make their physics potential optimal. Note that, for instance, the neutrino factory requires a target power of 4 MW. The Fermilab-based experiments therefore still have space for an increase of target power. For sin 2 2θ 13 = 0.01, the situation is already very different. In this case, WBB-120 S can compete with the neutrino factory with a factor of two or three increase in the exposure. Table 2 .
This upgrade basically corresponds to an upgraded proton source and a somewhat longer running time. The increase in exposure necessary for NOνA* and T2KK to be competitive is unrealistic. For sin 2 2θ 13 = 0.001, experiments with upgraded superbeams cease to be competitive.
The above discussion indicates that superbeams may be the technology of choice for large sin 2 2θ 13 . However, if sin 2 2θ 13 is not discovered in the coming generation of superbeam and reactor experiments, one will have to consider a neutrino factory or β-beam optimized for a maximum reach in sin 2 2θ 13 .
Summary
The important points of our paper that address the goals listed in the introduction are:
1. T2KK: Placing half the fiducial mass of the detector at 1050 km improves the sensitivity to the mass hierarchy and to CP violation. Using identical detectors at the 1050 km and 295 km baselines so that the systematics are fully correlated only improves the sensitivity to the mass hierarchy.
2. The optimal location for a NOνA* detector within the U.S. is the Ash River site. Better risk-minimized mass hierarchy and CP violation sensitivities can be obtained with a baseline ∼ 880 − 930 km. Red diamonds mark the points for the discovery of sin 2 2θ 13 , inverted red triangles mark the points for CP violation and red squares mark the points for discovery of the normal mass hierarchy. The numbers refer to the sites in Tables 3 -5 where the actual achievable sensitivities are listed. The upright red filled triangles denote the six possible NOνA sites given in [42] . The contours denote places with the same off-axis angle (ellipses) in degrees and with same baseline from Fermilab (circles) in km. The thick black curve is the U.S./Canadian border. The map is a Mercator projection.
